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2021 – working people won some, lost some
but, they put up a strong ﬁght
The year that went by would be remembered
for the resilience of working people who rose in
rage against the plundering of their rights and
collective resources by a handful of rich people,
corporations and governments working at the
behest of the rich, amid a raging pandemic.
[Pﬁzer, BioNTech and Moderna reported proﬁts
of $65000 or Rs. 48,75,000 per minute by
selling COVID-19 vaccines.]
What started as a health ‘emergency’ in early
2020 continued as a crisis in 2021 because big
corporates identiﬁed proﬁteering opportunities
even in death and distress. Governments
actively promoted exploitation of people by big
businesses while people were at their
vulnerable worst.
The Merriam Webster dictionary deﬁnes
Emergency as an unforeseen combination of
circumstances or the resulting state that calls for
immediate action. The COVID-19 pandemic has
remained a life threatening situation for over 2
years now. There is nothing unforeseen about it
and governments across the globe have taken no
action to quell it.
From Essential workers
contractors and back

to

independent

The most marginalised of the lot – contract
health workers, care providers to elderly &
children, delivery workers, sanitation workers,
domestic workers and many others whose
labour has been kept out of sight and who have

been forced to become invisible in the labour
market due to a complicated maze of
employment relations, were heralded as
‘frontline warriors’, ‘essential workers’, ‘COVID
superheroes’, etc. They were showered with
ﬂower petals, people banged utensils, lit wicks,
clapped and played music for them in
appreciation of their work.
However, this was quite short lived. Essential
workers very soon became gig workers in media
reports and their strikes caused ‘great
inconvenience’ to anyone who could aﬀord to
isolate themselves from the wrath of the
deadly virus in the comfort of their homes.
Amazon, the largest retail chain in the world,
which reported revenues of $837,330.25 per
minute in 2021, forced its workers to attend to
work even while they were struggling with
disease and death in their family. The state of
New York was forced to sue Amazon for
repeated Occupation Safety and Health
violations during COVID because of workers’
pressure through repeated complaints.
Closer home, in India where the entire public
health system is dependent on contract health
care providers, the situation went downhill
from 2020. Accredited Social Health Activists
(ASHA), Aanganwadi and ANM workers found
themselves exposed to the brunt of the virus
with no job guarantee, social protection and
abysmally poor wages. Several big and small
strikes were organised by joint platforms of
contract health worker unions across the
country, which resulted in meagre wage
increases. However, their core demand of the
regularisation of services and the government
employee status remains to be achieved.
In Nigeria and Zimbabwe, governments
imposed bans on health workers from striking,
labour courts declared health workers’ strike
illegal and imposed heavy ﬁnes on unions which
called for protests and demonstrations.
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Platform workers advanced their struggle

social security.

Workers employed by tech companies, mainly in
the service industry such as logistics of food,
grocery & delivery of other essential items, taxi
and ride sharing services found themselves
pitched against skewed algorithms and
apathetic judicial system.

In India, gig workers have approached the
Supreme Court through a Public Interest
Litigation seeking social security as per existing
laws. The Apex Court has issued notices to
employers such as Uber, Ola, Swiggy and
Zomato and the government at Centre.

Platform workers’ united eﬀorts to better their
working conditions led to many ﬂash strikes not
just across our own country but in Australia,
Belgium, China, France, Portugal, Spain,
Thailand and USA to name a few. These eﬀorts
led to some signiﬁcant victories.
The Australian government was forced to set
up a committee to study the working conditions
and wages of platform workers, and its ﬁndings
brought to fore the appalling reality of gig
work.
The Portuguese Government approved a bill
mandating ride-hailing and food delivery
companies to oﬀer formal contracts – to
workers hired as ‘freelancers’ or independent
contractors – as employees. The bill also made
it obligatory for digital platforms to be
transparent about their algorithms and artiﬁcial
intelligence mechanisms. The bill is pending
approval in the parliament.
In Spain, the government passed new rules
mandating companies using online platforms
such as mobile apps for oﬀering goods and/or
services, to hire all workers with salaried
employee status within 3 months. The law also
lays out provisions for sharing algorithms of
such software with unions.
In UK and Italy, unions had to drag these
companies to the court and ﬁght a long legal
battle. The battle has yielded in favour of
workers. An Italian court has ruled that
algorithms of courier company Deliveroo were
skewed against workers and the ranking system
was discriminatory. In another case, the Data
Protection Authority has ﬁned another food
delivery company Foodinho €2.6 million for
discriminatory rider rating system. In UK, the
Supreme Court ordered that workers were
being misclassiﬁed as independent contractors,
and that Uber must treat them as employees
entitled to a minimum pay, paid sick leave and
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In China, Supreme Court issued guidelines
against ‘996 work’ – infamously termed so for
work hours starting from 9am and lasting till
9pm for 6 days a week. The court has laid out a
time frame for companies to comply with the
rules or face prosecution and ﬁnes.
All that platform workers are striving for is to
gain rights as per the existing laws for workers
which have been earned through indefatigable
struggle of working people over the years.
Therefore, employers are lobbying hard with
governments to change the existing legislative
framework.
Attack
on
workers’
rights
amendments in existing labour laws

though

Greece, India, Indonesia, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi,
UAE and Ukraine among many other countries
brought signiﬁcant changes in labour laws to
crush workers’ Right to Freedom of Association,
Collective Bargaining and legalise ﬁxed term
contracts, institutionalise hire & ﬁre at
employers’ will, and dilute provisions of health
and safety at workplace.
Governments went on this rampage in the garb
of pandemic induced lockdowns. In India, last
year itself, the parliament had passed 4 labour
codes, diluting the provisions laid under 29
existing labour laws, without any debate or

discussion. Moreover, there was a continuation
of the attack on workers unleashed by state
governments during the ﬁrst wave of COVID –
increasing working hours and suspending all
workers’ rights for almost 3 years - which had to
be taken back by the respective state
governments once their constitutional validity
was challenged by the unions in the Supreme
Court. These laws are facing strong opposition
by workers and their organisations across the
country. Workers from across the sectors have
struck work demanding repeal of the 4 labour
codes.
Similar changes were brought in the form of
amendments to existing labour legislation in
Kyrgyzstan, Greece, UAE and Ukraine, where
governments have turned a deaf ear to
people’s dissent against these laws.
However, there is a lesson to be learned from
the resistance by working people in Indonesia,
Malawi and Kyrgyzstan. Their united and
prolonged
protests
have
forced
the
government to reconsider labour law changes.
In Malawi and Kyrgyzstan, workers’ united
opposition forced their respective presidents to
refuse from giving assent to the changes in the
law and send it back to the parliament. In
Indonesia, the government cracked down on
union leaders and arrested workers in large
numbers to contain protests against the
omnibus labour law but the Constitutional
Court
stepped
in,
and
stayed
the
implementation of the law and ordered the
government to re-consider its decision.
The ﬁght is far from over but these instances
have made it clear that the only way to ﬁght
this onslaught is to unite our forces and take
the government head on.
Be it the year-long farmers movement in India,
the 9-month long nurses’ strike in the USA or
the oil workers’ strike in Iran, it is only through
collective action that working people have been
able to better their lives.

workers make. This makes 2 things very clear.
First, companies have always had the monies to
meet workers’ demands, and with increasing
proﬁts and stagnating wages more than ever.
Secondly, employers know that workers’
collective power can make them kneel even in a
system which is skewed in their [employers’]
favour. Hence, they roll out their biggest guns
at the slightest hint of collectivisation among
workers.
It was no surprise then that Amazon went all
out with its union busting tactics before the
union vote in Alabama. Their attempts were so
brazen that the National Labour Relations
Board couldn’t refuse workers’ demand to take
cognizance of the anti-union propaganda
passed oﬀ as ‘education material’, and the
threats issued to the worker leaders, and
therefore call for a re-vote.
Similarly, Google has been served notices from
court to produce the materials it shared with
managers to identify and crush ‘union threat’
and all the material it posted to its workers to
deter them from joining a union.
This pattern is common across the sectors and
employers. In 2022, the Rich and their
corporations will try every trick in their book to
take back what workers have earned through
their sweat and blood. They will spend a lot of
money and energy on dividing working people
across gender, ethnicity, religion and region to
keep them from joining forces. There is no
other way for workers and their unions than to
come together and strengthen the ﬁght for a
better world.

Policy News
Karnataka: Government to extend free bus
passes scheme to all construction workers

14 December, 2021: The Karnataka labour
department has decided to issue free bus
passes to all construction workers across the
It is this united action that employers and state under the 'Sahayahasta' scheme. Earlier,
governments fear the most. Therefore, the
Bangalore
Metropolitan
Transport
employers spend a lot of money in keeping Corporation (BMTC), in collaboration with the
workers
from
unionising.
Anti-union Building and Construction Workers Welfare
propaganda and legal cases cost companies Board, had issued Sahayahasta bus passes to
several times more than the meagre demands only those construction workers who were
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registered with the board.

Tukaramji issued notices to the Chief Secretary,
Principal Secretary, Municipal Administration,
Kerala: Women and Child Development GHMC Commissioner, Labour Commissioner,
department announces incentives of Rs. District Collector and the Managing Director,
25,000 for reporting child labour
HMWS&SB and asked them to ﬁle detailed
counters by 4 January, 2022 after death of two
13 December, 2021: Rising unemployment and workers while cleaning septic tank of an
inﬂation has forced families to push their apartment in Hyderabad came to light due to
younger ones in the labour force across the newspaper reports.
country. To keep a check on the situation
Women and Child Development department of Delhi: High Court directs Labour Courts to
Kerala state has announced an award of follow uniform practice for deciding inquiry
Rs.25,000 to encourage people to report related issues as preliminary issue
instances of child labour. Instances of child
labour can be reported to the the district 25 December, 2021: A Delhi High Court bench
Women and Child Development oﬃcer or the comprising of Justice Pratibha M Singh
child protection oﬃcer at the district levels.
observed that in matters related to inquiry
conducted against the workman by the
Punjab: Government to regularize contract management Labour Court ought decide the
safai karmacharis
issue of the validity of the domestic inquiry as a
preliminary issue. Whether the inquiry was
9 December, 2021: The Punjab government has biased, unfair and not in consonance with the
approved the regularisation of services of 4,587 principles of natural justice shall now be
safai karamcharis and sewer men who have adjudicated by the Labour Court in the ﬁrst
been working on contractual basis with the place and depending upon the outcome of the
municipal department for several years. The said issue, the matter would proceed further
decision comes after prolonged struggle of before the Labour Court. Justice Singh ordered
contract safai karmcharis.
the copy of the order be circulated to all Labour
Courts so that a uniform practice could be
followed in this regard.

Legal News

Supreme Court issues notices to government
Wages cannot be discriminated on account of and tech companies in social security for gig
employment on compassionate ground: workers’ case
Supreme Court
14 December, 2021: Supreme Court has
28 December, 2021: The bench of Justices M. R. admitted the petition ﬁled by the Indian
Shah and B. V. Nagarathna upheld the Federation of App-based Transport (IFAT)
judgement of Allahabad High Court where it Workers and issued notices to the government
had directed the Uttar Pradesh state authorities and tech companies such as Ola, Uber, Swiggy
to pay equal wages to an employee hired on and Zomato to ﬁle their replies in the matter
compassionate grounds. The division bench relating to social security for workers engaged
observed that there cannot be two diﬀerent in informal work as per the Unorganised
pay-scales for the employee appointed on Workers’ Social Welfare Security Act, 2008. IFAT
compassionate ground and the employee has further asked the top court to direct the
appointed on regular basis, thereby reiterating government to include the option of
registering gig workers on the E-SHRAM portal.
the rule of equal pay for equal work.
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Telangana: HC issues notice to government
oﬃcers over death of safai karmcharis in
manholes

National Human Rights Commission (NHRC)
issues advisory for identiﬁcation and
rehabilitation of bonded labourers

23 December, 2021: A division bench of Chief
Justice Satish Chandra Sharma and Justice N

15 December, 2021: The NHRC issued fresh
advisory on rescue and rehabilitation of bonded

labour to Centre, State and Union territory
governments. It has recommended that:

the ‘Education bandh’, has completed one
month as Punjab govt refuses to accede to the
teachers’ demands. The teachers are
• district-level functionaries go out in the ﬁeld demanding the implementation of revised pay
to identify sites of bonded labour beyond brick scales as per the 7th pay commission, which is
kilns
only pending in Punjab, Chandigarh and
Himachal Pradesh. They have been protesting
• district administration bear the expense of since 05 September (Teacher’s Day) but their
providing food and safe transport facilities to demands have only been met with empty
the rescued workers
assurances. They are also demanding
withdrawal of Punjab govt’s disastrous move to
• non-cash assistance be provided under CSS- de-link the salaries of new Assisstant Professors
2016 which includes allotment of house-site in the state from that of the UGC.
and agricultural land, land development,
provision of low-cost dwelling units, animal Maharashtra: SPPU staﬀ strikes work
husbandry, dairy, poultry, piggery, etc., wage demanding 7th commission pay, better
employment, enforcement of minimum wages, beneﬁts
collection and processing of minor forest
products, supply of essential commodities 24 December, 2021: Non-teaching staﬀ at the
under targeted public distribution system and Savitribai Phule Pune University (SPPU) went on
education to children.
strike demanding implementation of the 7th
pay commission. They also demanded the
• release of relief packages to the victims of payment of arrears according to the pay
bonded labour be de-linked from the outcome commission’s pay, and also better work
of criminal proceedings to avoid delays.
conditions and beneﬁts.
Odisha: High Court orders state government
to ﬁle aﬃdavit listing steps taken to end
manual scavenging

Jharkhand: Workers continue strike at Heavy
Engineering Corporation as management
refuses to release pending wages in full

07 December, 2021: A division bench of Chief
Justice S Muralidhar and Justice A K Mohapatra
issued fresh direction to the state government
to ﬁle an aﬃdavit listing out the steps it has
taken so far to implement, in letter and spirit,
the various provisions of The Prohibition of
Employment as Manual Scavengers and their
Rehabilitation Act, 2013. The bench was
hearing a Public Interest Litigation it had
registered suo motu on 19 April, 2021 in
connection with the death of 2 sanitation
workers in separate incidents in Cuttak and
Bhubaneswar.

23 December, 2021: Workers at Heavy
Engineering Corporation continued their toolsdown
strike
as
management
tanked
negotiations over payment of pending wages in
full. It is important to note that the Minister of
Heavy Industries urged the management to
bring the strike to an end while shooting down
their proposals to raise money to pay the
pending amount. Workers had gone on strike as
they had been forced by the management to
work without salary for months.

Collective Bargaining
Punjab: Higher Education Teachers’ to
intensify
indeﬁnite
strike
demanding
implementation of 7th pay commission
30 December, 2021: The indeﬁnite strike by
teachers across ﬁve state universities and 200
colleges in Punjab and Chandigarh UT, called

Haryana: Urban Company sues women
workers for protesting, asks court to direct
police to clear protesters
22 December, 2021: Urban Company has sent
legal notices to its women ‘partners’ for
protesting outside its main oﬃce in Gurgaon. It
sought a permanent injunction from the court
banning any “demonstration, dharna, rally,
gherao, peace march, shouting slogans,
entering or assembling on or near the oﬃce
premises.” Women workers of the spa and
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salon verticals have been protesting against
imposition of new subscription system forcing
workers to ‘pay to work’, penalising workers for
non-subscription or low response rates, and
forcing workers to provide discounts to
customers from their own earnings.
Lakhs of Bank employees go on two day
strike against privatisation of state run banks
16 December, 2021: Around Nine lakh bank
employees went on a two-day nationwide strike
called by the United Forum of Bank Unions to
protest against the Central government’s
decision to privatise at least two public sector
banks which would be disastrous for India’s
economy as well as people. Unions said that
apart from unprecedented job losses,
privatization of state-run banks will lead to the
shutting down of thousands of bank branches,
mostly in rural and backward areas, which will
have a devastating impact on the poorest
citizens of the country.

Resident Doctors in govt hospitals across
country go on indeﬁnite strike against
inordinate delay in NEET-PG admissions
06 December, 2021: Resident Doctors in govtrun hospitals across the country went on an
indeﬁnite strike against the inordinate delays in
NEET-PG 2021 counselling. This has caused a
huge
shortage
in
manpower
thus
overburdening Resident Doctors as well as
hampering the healthcare system’s ability to
ﬁght the Omicron-led surge. Doctors
Associations have also approached the
Supreme Court seeking immediate remedy,
according to whom around 42,000 doctors
would have joined six months ago, had the
admissions happened on time.
Karnataka: Workers of ITI ltd. protest against
rampant violation of labour laws, termination
of union members

06 December, 2021: Workers of govt-owned
Indian Telephone Industries (ITI) Limited went
Odisha: Anganwadi workers, helpers hold on protest against the witch-hunt of union
massive rally demanding regularisation as members by the company. The company
govt employees, wage hike
vindictively terminated employees who were
active in ﬁghting against rampant violation of
13 December, 2021: Thousands of Anganwadi labour laws by the company management. The
workers and helpers held a massive rally in management refuses to respect orders of the
Bhubaneswar, and marched towards the State courts and labour oﬃcials who were
Legislative Assembly in support of their long- approached by the workers.
held demands. As with their counterparts in
other states of the country, they are also Construction workers go on 2-day nationwide
demanding regularisation of their services, strike against Labour Codes, dilution of
government employee status as well as a pay construction workers' welfare law
hike.
02 December, 2021: Construction workers went
Telangana: Workers of the Singareni on a 2-day nationwide strike against the 4 antiCollieries go on strike against auction of coal worker Labour Codes, especially the OSH Code.
blocks
They especially protested against the
codiﬁcation of two essential welfare laws – the
09 December, 2021: The Joint Action Building & Other Construction Workers Act,
Committee (JAC) of trade unions at the govt- 1996, and the Inter-State Migrant Workers Act,
owned Singareni Collieries Company Limited 1979 – under the Occupational Safety, Health &
(SCCL) went on a 72-hour strike after Working Conditions Code, 2020 which dilutes
discussions with the management at Regional the already neglected welfare provisions of the
Labour Commissioner failed. The JAC had two laws.
issued a strike notice demanding that the
Centre withdraw its decision to auction four Jharkhand: Contractual sanitation workers
coal blocks at Kothapalli, Koyyagudem, protest against non-payment of minimum
Sravanapalli and RK-6, besides some other wage
demands.
01 December, 2021: Sanitation worker
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employed on contract by various municipal
bodies staged a protest outside the Deputy
Labour Commissioner’s oﬃce demanding
payment of minimum wages as ﬁxed by the
state government at Rs. 373 per day. They are
paid a meagre amount of Rs. 200 per day and
an amount of Rs. 40 is stolen from them in the
name of their PF and ESIC. Their Union
announced an indeﬁnite strike if their demands
weren’t met in 2 weeks time.

by Ankita construction , a Gujarat based
company which did not provide them the
necessary safety gear for sewage-related work.
An FIR has been registered against the
management staﬀ of the company.

Workplace Safety Watch

21 December: 3 people were killed and 44 were
injured after a ﬁre broke out in Indian Oil
Corporation in the Purba Midnapore district of
West Bengal.

04 December: Kutty (45) slipped and fell to his
death while cleaning a sewage tank in Chennai's
Aynavaram. He was not provided any safety
equipment by his employer.
05 December: Pintu Singh (34) died after being
trapped inside a water pipeline near the
Bombay High Court while carrying out repair
work.
05 December: Prashant Majumdar (50) died
after a heavy iron angle fell on him while
unloading it at an under-construction building
in Worli in central Mumbai. Police have
registered a case of accidental death.
05 December: N.P.Jithin (24) died, and three
others were seriously injured when the
concrete slab of an under-construction house
collapsed during plastering work at Kakkuni in
Kozhikode.

16 December,: 7 people died, and at least 23
were injured after ﬁre broke out following an
explosion in the state owned Gujarat
Fluorochemicals Limited (GFL).

24 December: 4 people died while 15 others
were grievously injured in the boiler blasts at
Canton Laboratory, a chemical factory in
Vadodara district of Gujarat.
24 December: 4 municipal corporation workers
died while working on a drainage system in
Akkalkot of Maharashtra's Solapur district. The
incident took place due to a lack of safety gear.
25 December: Pawan Yerne(21), was crushed to
death after a crane ran over him while he was at
work. The crane driver, worker of the same
factory, has been booked for causing death by
negligence.

26 December,: 7 people died, and 12 others
were injured after a boiler exploded at Anshul
snacks, a noodle-making factory in Muzaﬀarpur.
An FIR has been lodged against the 7 people
06 December,: Santosh (25) died on the spot, including the owner and manager of the
and ﬁve others were injured after a blast at a factory.
reactor
of
R.P.
Industries'
chemical
manufacturing unit at Ankleshwar in Panoli 28 December: Mohd Ramzan Wagay, employed
GIDC, Bharuch. Police registered a complaint of on contract by Jammu & Kashmir Power
Development
Department
died
of
accidental death.
electrocution while repairing a transmission line
07 December,: Vijay (32), Neeraj (22) and Yasin in the Raﬁadabad area. The incident took place
(26) were asphyxiated to death while the health due to a lapse in safety check while the repair
of another worker remains critical. Workers work was underway.
were employed to cleaning a tank at the
Jauharpur unit of BL Agro in Bareilly, Uttar
World News Update
Pradesh.
15 December: Deepak Kumar Singh(28) and a
minor Bharat Singh(17) died while measuring
the depth of a sewage line's manhole in the
Laukhedi area in Bhopal. They were employed

Spain: Cabinet clears Royal Decree limiting
temporary and contract work
28 December, 2021: Cabinet has given its green
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signal to the Royal Decree which would limit
the scope of temporary and contract work. The
decree is a result of 9-month long tripartite
negotiation. Once in place, companies will have
3 months to do away with contracts for a
speciﬁc project or service known as “por obra y
servicio,”. Employers will only be able to hire
workers on two types of contract: structural, for
production circumstances, and the substitution
of another employee with the preservation of
their role. These contracts can only be renewed
up to six months. Further, any worker who
works 18 months on contract in a continuous 24
month period will automatically be entitled to
regularisation.

government’s inaction over Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed in March,2021.
According to the MoU signed between the
Academic Staﬀ Union of Universities (ASUU)
and the government, services of armed Civil
Defence Corps were to be deployed on the
campus to address security concerns. Further,
government was to release N142 million
towards payment of Earned Academic
Allowance arrears by October, 2021.
Egypt: Universal Appliances workers resume
strike after management delays payment of
wage arrears

15 December, 2021: Workers at Universal
USA: Kellogg’s workers’ month-long strike Appliance
have
resumed
strike
after
ends in victory
management fell short on promise to pay
wages as agreed after the month-long strike in
22 December, 2021: Over a month-long strike of October, 2021. Workers are now demanding a
over 1,400 Kellogg’s workers ended in victory lump sum payout of six months’ worth of
when the management agreed to a 5-year long incentive bonuses that were not distributed in
settlement on wages and working conditions. 2021, and on management’s resuming risk
According to the new settlement there allowance payments worth LE100-120 per
Kellogg’s will not shut any plants till October, month that have been suspended for over 3
2026, and neither would it employ workers on years.
long-term contracts. Workers will be employed
on permanent rolls of the company and entitled South Africa: Striking retail workers’ register
to inﬂation adjusted pay raise. The agreement big victory against Walmart subsidiary
includes an immediate raise of $1.10 per hour Massmart
and a pension boost.
10 December, 2021: After a 3-week long strike
Australia:
Social
Services
Department Walmart subsidiary – Massmart has signed an
underpaid workers to the tune of $400,500 agreement which provides worker a 4.5 percent
over ﬁve years
pay increase or R400 whichever is higher.
Furthermore, according to the settlement,
21 December, 2021: Fair Work Ombudsman has around 320 retrenched workers at Game stores
found that the Social Services Department will be oﬀered jobs at the group’s stores within
underpaid 68 workers employed in the a 50km distance from their homes. Company
communication services department to the will freeze recruitment until February 2022 to
tune of $400,500 between October, 2015 and accommodate this process, and it will also set
February 2020. The matter came to light when up a joint company/worker committee to
documents were released under Freedom of oversee the job placements. Workers who do
Information Laws which also suggest that the not wish to be reinstated will receive severance
federal government department was aware of pay.
the wage theft. A compliance notice has been
issued to the department by the Fair Works
Ombudsman.
Nigeria: University lecturers begin indeﬁnite
strike as government backtracks on MoU
20 December, 2021: University lecturers have
embarked on indeﬁnite strike against
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